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The triumphant story of a woman who refused to become a victim.Like an apparition, conjured
out of the darkness, a young man with light blond hair pushed his face into the car. I immediately
spotted the knife. It was a long, thin weapon, almost like a letter opener, with a tapering blade. It
felt cold and spiny as he pressed it to my neck. When he spoke his voice, which was quiet and
controlled, sounded as though it emanated from a distant planet. But every word thudded into
my skull.“Move over or I’ll kill you,” he whispered.And so began Alison’s nightmare journey with
the two callous killers who were to rape her, stab her so many times doctors could not count the
wounds, slit her throat and leave her for dead in a filthy clearing miles from the city of Port
Elizabeth which was her home.But Alison defied death. And more than that, she denied her
attackers the satisfaction of destroying her life. I Have Life is the triumphant story of a woman
who refused to become a victim. The courage which allowed her to move beyond severe
physical and emotional trauma and to turn a devastating experience into something life-affirming
and strong, is an inspiration to people everywhere.
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– AlisonMessage from AlisonThis book is for all those people who have felt like a victim at some
time in their lives – a victim of circumstances, trauma or crime. I dedicate this book to you and
urge you to believe in the strength that is within each one of us – the strength to choose to
become victors.My heartfelt thanks:To so many wonderful people – my special friends and the
many others, some of whom I know and many whom I don’t know – who have taken me and my
loved ones into their hearts through what happened to me. The collective power of your love has
had a profound impact on my life.To Tiaan – for saving my life. To Doctor Angelov – for repairing
my life. To Melvin – for restoring my life. You are the true heroes.To Penguin Books and MTN – for
believing in this project and making this book a reality.To Marianne – for your commitment to
telling my story how I needed it told. For your time, thought and talent in writing this book so
beautifully; and to Glynis – your support made it possible.To my family – to Mom, for teaching me
to believe that there is greatness within me; to Dad – for your faith and pride in me, and to Neale
and Ronwyn – for your love and your family.To Tienie – for your quiet strength, your unconditional
love and your consistent support. Thank you for reminding and showing me that when we break
through the clouds, the sun is always shining up there.To God – for carrying me when there was
only one set of footprints.Acknowledgements‘In many lives it is the beginnings that are most
significant: the first steps, though seemingly effaced, leave their imprint on everything else that
follows.’ So wrote American philosopher, writer, social commentator and architectural critic
Lewis Mumford (1895-1990), one of my favourite authors.Alison’s beginnings start with her
mother Claire, both literally and figuratively. When I first met Alison about three years ago I was
struck by the close bond between them, so close in fact that it was one of the reasons Alison
decided she did not want to die as she lay seriously injured in the bush after the rape and attack.
It was love that urged her on, it was love that helped her survive.I wondered then how many



other people who had found themselves in the same situation had loved someone enough, or
were loved enough by someone, to do battle with death itself? Such is its power.I believe much
of who Alison is today has to do with Claire, the manner in which she raised both her children
and the unconditional love she gave them as they grew up.Their close bond reminded me of my
own beginning and my mother Barbara Maria Thamm, who died on November 3, 1997. I too was
blessed to have had a mother who would have fought a bull for me and who believed that I could
accomplish anything I set my mind to. Because of her unwavering belief in me, I began to believe
in myself. Every child who is privileged to have that sort of beginning will leave an imprint, no
matter how small, on everything else that follows. I would like then to honour my mother’s
memory in dedicating this book to her.I would also like to thank Alison for allowing me into her
life and for being such an inspiration to myself and so many others. Ali, your strength and
determination helped me through many nights while writing your remarkable story. Thank you
also to Tienie for all your gentle support. Thank you to Jane Raphaely for giving me wings and
for planting the seed in the first place. Thanks to the Ponton family for the use of their house
where I escaped the bustle of Cape Town to write this book. And lastly, a deep thank you to my
partner Glynis for her love, tolerance, support and understanding.Marianne ThammForewordIN
A TIME and place where violence against women had become pandemic, one woman, still
recovering from atrocious wounds to her soul and body, said ‘I will not let them take my life
away’.It was as if I had been waiting for someone to say this. The young woman who did was
called Alison. She was South African and until that moment had only been remarkable in that
when in trouble, other people always reached out to her, a quality inherited from her mother who
had instilled in her the need to ‘hold your head high’ under any circumstances.Alison’s warcry
inspired Femina to institute a Woman of Courage Award and she became the first recipient. We
sent Marianne Thamm to Port Elizabeth to interview her. She was one of the toughest journalists
on our team and we knew that not only would she not flinch from a horrific story but that also she
had the heart to gain the trust and confidence of someone who was in a shattered and still
traumatic state.This was the beginning of a remarkable relationship between the magazine and
a heroine who the whole country would take to its collective heart. The actual award had to take
place on a Saturday morning and we anticipated a poor turnout from the rest of the press. They
turned out in strength and when she spoke, even the most jaundiced of eyes filled with
tears.Alison’s story reflected a triumphant spirit and an unquenched love of life. This set the tone
for the journey that would follow as more and more people called on her to comfort and inspire
them. She became the symbol of the survival of the human spirit in South Africa. The golden
dove of peace which sculptor Stella Magni had given her as part of the award and which she
wore everywhere she spoke sent its own message. Like Nelson Mandela, her most impressive
attribute was a complete lack of bitterness.When Alison married Tienie in Knysna, Marianne and
I were honoured to be asked and incredibly happy to be there. It was not just that she had found
such a good man and that it was such a golden day. It was because when women are violated in
their innermost souls it stays with them, sometimes for ever. But on that day, as Alison’s



remarkable mother said, it wasn’t as if it had never happened but it was as if it didn’t matter any
longer. In fact the brutal attack and rape were hardly referred to.In the most vital sense Alison’s
attackers had ceased to exist because she had risen far above them and gone past the
darkness they represented.That meant that it was time for her to write her book. Despite
everything, a book remains the most permanent and valuable testament a person can leave for
future generations. Alison’s message must travel the world and go into the libraries of a new
millennium. To find the words which will make it into a great book she needed a partner in the
project.Who better than Marianne who had chronicled the first in-depth account and, finally, the
story of her love and marriage?Together, Alison, Tienie and Marianne have produced a book
which is a beacon and a beautiful read. The story it tells is unforgettable and the hope that it
gives is invaluable. It celebrates a life which was reclaimed, which no one could take away.
Alison has given us back our courage too.Jane Raphaely1ALISONFalling through a crackAS I
TURNED Reginald, my troublesome but trusty little yellow Renault 5, into Deare Street in the
early morning hours of Sunday, December 18, 1994 the world outside was as I had always
known it. The soft silver light of a full moon brushed everything in its wake, tinting the leaves of
tired suburban trees and casting a luminous glow on the few cars that swished past me. It was all
quite beautiful.It was about 1 a.m. and the broad streets of Central were relatively quiet for such
a balmy Port Elizabeth evening. The 24-hour, neon-lit café around the corner from my flat was
still buzzing, as always, and the pulse of a heavy bass rhythm that pumped from a parked car
trailed after me as I scanned the darkened street for parking.I was tired, but pleasantly so. The
glorious afternoon spent on the beach with my friend Kim and her sons Devon and Jarryd had
continued into the night when two mutual friends, Phil and Richard, had arrived unexpectedly at
her flat. It had been one of those wonderfully spontaneous evenings and after sitting out on
Kim’s balcony enjoying the glorious weather and chatting, we all decided, like some happy
travelling road show, to return to my flat for a take-away pizza, a game of Balderdash and a
bottle of good wine.I had promised Kim earlier that I would give her a lift home, which I did. Now
as I turned back into Deare Street thinking of the cool shower I was about to take, I realised I had
lost the convenient parking space I had found earlier almost right outside my front door.Parking
was always a problem this time of night, or should I say, this early in the morning. Most of the
people in the blocks of flats bordering my double-storey maisonette, one of six in the charming
little complex I had grown to love so much, were probably already tucked up in bed. There isn’t
that much to draw anyone out of doors at night in Port Elizabeth, which is why we had all chosen
to stay at home and enjoy each other’s company.Up ahead I spotted a parking space under a
massive old tree. It was about ten metres from my front door, but it would have to do. It wasn’t
ideal; the pool of light from the street lamp a little way up didn’t quite reach there, I remember
thinking, but there was no alternative so I backed Reginald into the spot.Then suddenly he was
there. I had just turned off Reginald’s engine and flicked off the lights. It was so routine, I did it all
in one swift movement. As I reached over to the passenger seat to gather up the pile of clean
laundry I had just picked up at Kim’s, I felt a gush of warm air as the car door next to me was



wrenched open.Like an apparition, conjured out of the darkness, a scrawny, tallish young man
with light blond hair pushed his pinched face into the car. I immediately spotted the knife. It was a
long, thin weapon, almost like a letter opener, with a tapering blade. It felt cold and spiny as he
pressed it to my neck.When he spoke, his voice, which was quiet and controlled, sounded as
though it emanated from a distant planet. But every word thudded into my skull.‘Move over or I’ll
kill you,’ he almost whispered.It was a strange, disjointed moment. Until then everything around
me had felt so familiar, so predictable and ordinary. Each minute, each second, had merely
tumbled into the next. I had taken it all so much for granted that a part of me couldn’t quite grasp
what was going on.I shifted on to the passenger seat, clutching the fresh laundry to my chest. A
hint of washing powder wafted up my nostrils. It was such a familiar and comforting aroma but it
seemed so strangely out of place now. Things started to slow down. I could feel it happening,
almost as if my brain was awash with some strange chemical that stalled or muted all outside
stimulus. Everything felt uncomfortably unreal, as though I had fallen through a crack in time.A
hollow sense of detachment separated me from this stranger, dressed in a T-shirt and tracksuit
pants, as I watched him turn the ignition key. He looked so average, like any number of young
men I had seen strolling along the streets and beaches of Port Elizabeth.And as he jerked my
car out into the street I wondered if I would be able to jump out.‘Do it, do it, do it’ a voice
screamed inside my head. But I couldn’t take that chance. I felt strangely immobilised, aware
that although this man appeared to be calm and looked so ordinary, there was a menacing
edginess brimming below.He observed me out of the corner of his eye and I could see the knife.
It was resting on the seat next to him near the driver’s door. We sped off towards the stop sign at
the end of my road. While he drove he fumbled around the dashboard looking for the light
switch.‘Where do you put the lights on?’ he commanded.The switch was located on the right
indicator and I knew he would not find it. I reached over and turned on the lights. He spoke
again, his words bouncing off the interior of the car.‘Don’t worry, I don’t want to hurt you. I just
want to use your car for an hour,’ he said.I chose to believe him at that moment.This is so
bizarre, I remember thinking, still not accepting the reality of it all. This doesn’t happen. This can’t
be happening, I repeated to myself like a mantra.I convinced myself that soon I’d be safely back
at home. I couldn’t wait to tell Kim what had happened. I really wasn’t able to compute the
danger of the moment.‘You live in Number One, don’t you?’ he volunteered quite matter of
factly.So, he’d been watching me. I wondered for how long and how much he really knew. And
why was it that I had not seen him? Was I just too absorbed in my own world, or had he hidden in
the shadows out of sight?‘What’s your name?’ the man asked me almost casually as he turned
my car right into Pearson Street.I could not believe his audacity. Here he was abducting me,
stealing my car and he wanted to make everyday chit-chat. He already knew where I lived and
there was no way I was going to tell him anything more about myself.‘Susan,’ I replied. ‘And
yours?’He said his name was Clinton.I wanted to find out more about him. I thought perhaps that
way I could play to his sense of fairness, his humanity, and somehow convince him to let me
go.‘Where are you from?’ I asked.‘I’d rather not tell you anything about me,’ he snapped.I was



startled at the sharpness of the reply, the cold edge to his words, but I dared not show him I was
afraid.‘So you live there alone,’ he picked up the conversation.‘No, my boyfriend’s at home
waiting for me,’ I lied, thinking this might encourage him to let me go.There was a short silence
and I thought I would take the gap.‘Why don’t you just let me get out and take the car?’ I asked
him.‘No,’ he said. ‘I want company. I have to find this friend of mine who stole my TV. And he
owes me money.’I fought hard to control my thoughts. I’d never felt this helpless before. It was a
feeling I didn’t like at all. The best way to deal with this, I told myself, was to remain totally calm
and not make him angry. I would deal with each moment as it came.I pressed the bundle of
washing to my chest. It was comforting to have my warm, soft, familiar things so close to me.
Soon, I reassured myself, we’d find his friend and this would all be over.Just then he turned into
the traffic circle in Pearson Street. This was still a part of town that was familiar to me. The
streets are narrower than others in Central and there are a few quaint little antique and second-
hand clothing shops that squat between ordinary businesses. In fact the area reminded me a
little of London. Right then though, everything looked so eerie, almost hostile. There was not a
soul around.Then suddenly, up ahead, I spotted it.A yellow police van was cruising slowly up the
street. It was about 15 metres away, but for me it stood out like a beacon. The man sensed this
too and my heart sank when he slowed down. I kept my eyes on the back of the vehicle, wishing
and willing it to stop.Now, I thought to myself, jump out now, do something, hoot, lean over, push
him.But just then the police van turned right into a side-street and was gone. My moment of hope
vanished as the red tail-lights disappeared around the corner.There was a crushing,
claustrophobic silence in the car. The police van had clearly rattled the man and he appeared to
have grown a little irritated.I looked out of the window at the landscape outside. We were now in
a part of Central that had changed completely during my three and a half year stay in London. It
was so totally unrecognisable that I felt I had been transported to a foreign place.The lush
gardens that edged on to the cobbled streets and the strange Victorian lamps that glowed
quietly seemed like the backdrop to some turn of the century movie. Nothing moved outside and
I felt the fear welling up inside me.Why is he taking me here? I asked myself.I wanted to speak
out, but decided against it. There was no point in trying to reason with him. Strangely, the
familiarity of the other streets brought with it a false sense of safety. At least I recognised my
surroundings, even though I had no reference point for the situation in which I now found
myself.It felt like hours but it must have taken only a few moments. Soon things began to look
familiar again. We were heading towards Main Street, a part of town I knew but seldom
visited.Grey, cold slabs of concrete from the massive highway flyovers cast long shadows across
the broad artery with its middle island. The place was humming with people.They were
everywhere. These were the creatures of the night. This was where it all happened while the rest
of Port Elizabeth lay asleep. There was a popular club in the area called ‘Club Tonite’ and it
seemed as if the party had spilled out of the venue and on to the street.Taxis were perched on
pavements and double parked in the road. Some had their doors open and music belted out
from inside merging with the clatter and noise of the traffic, the hooters, the blur of faces, the



colour and neon lights. To me, it was a frightening cacophony.I stared at it all, feeling quite
nauseous. This was not my world and I did not know these people. They scared me. For some
reason I felt they were a part of him, this was his turf. I’d be a fool to try anything here. If I jumped
out now they would all get me. Besides, I still did not want to let him see that I had begun to
panic.Clinton hunched over the steering wheel and squinted as he scanned the crowd in the
street. There were hordes of people loitering everywhere. They were seated on a small wall on
one side of the road and just hanging about on the other. He was clearly looking for the man he
said had stolen his TV.‘Where the fuck is he?’ he muttered under his breath.I could see he was
growing agitated and that was the last thing I wanted. He would, I thought, definitely take it out
on me. If I sat quietly enough maybe he would think I had disappeared; maybe, my besieged
mind persuaded me, I would actually disappear.Further up Main Street the crowds began to thin
out. Just then he turned up a side-street that took us to the darkened lanes of North End. It was a
bleak place. There were few street lamps and stray cats scampered through the litter out of the
headlights. Rickety fences bordered low crumbling houses in which the occupants lay safely
slumbering.Clinton was growing annoyed. He seemed frustrated and jerked the car up the
steep, narrow roads, turning into dark alleyways and small dog-legs behind the closely packed
houses.Next thing I knew we were back on Main Street, except this time we were on the
opposite side, heading towards the new post office. The toing and froing was becoming
increasing intolerable. I had to fight the compulsive urge to try and put a stop to it all. I had
always been in control of my life, or at least had tried to take responsibility for things that affected
me. I was totally powerless in this instance. There was really nothing I could do. The best
strategy, I decided, was to take each new scenario as it came.Once again Clinton scanned the
crowd, cursing under his breath.We reached the end of Main Street again and now he was
clearly angry. He suddenly slammed his foot down on the accelerator and we sped around a
sharp corner, tyres screeching.‘Careful,’ I said almost instinctively. ‘It’s an old car and you’ll roll
it.’I was surprised at how calm, how normal, I sounded. He heard me and I was amazed that he
even bothered to listen. He slowed down, a response that I found quite comforting in a perverse
way. I realised it was the first time I had addressed him before he addressed me.We were back in
Main Street and crawled along it once again. Then suddenly Clinton stopped.‘Ah,’ he said.
‘There he is.’A short, sturdy young man, dressed entirely in black, stepped away from a crowd of
people who were crouching and sitting on a low wall and strode towards the car.This must be the
friend, I thought, as he approached Clinton at the driver’s side. He gave me a cursory glance
before Clinton heaved up the driver’s seat and our new passenger slid in behind him.‘Have you
got any smokes?’ was the first thing Clinton said to the man.I was also dying for a cigarette and
when he leaned across offering the driver one I asked if I could have one too.I puffed nervously
on the cigarette as we now headed out of the city towards Beach Road, one of the main arteries
near the beachfront.‘Meet my friend Susan,’ Clinton said to the other man and then, turning to
me, ‘this is Theuns.’Out of politeness and habit I said, ‘Hello.’The two of them started talking. I
couldn’t quite follow the thread, but it was some story about the television and somebody called



Natalie who lived in the suburb of Overbaakens. My mother, Claire, lives near Overbaakens and
when they mentioned they were heading out there I realised that this was not yet over.Somehow
I did not want them to be lying. I wanted to believe that was where we were heading and that
once we had got there and they had finished their ‘business’ they would just dump me
somewhere next to the road. I began plotting how I’d walk to my mother’s house or a nearby
telephone and call someone to fetch me.There were a number of cars along Beach Road. We
stopped at traffic lights and I looked at the stationary vehicles in front of and next to us. I
desperately wanted to make contact with someone, anyone, ‘out there’ and somehow alert them
to my predicament.But each car and its occupants seemed a thousand miles away, in some
other universe where everything was safe and normal. They didn’t even take in what was going
on outside the safe, sealed interiors of their mobile worlds. And what would they have seen had
they looked at us anyway? Just two men and a woman heading off somewhere.How could they
possibly know I was being held hostage by these two people, total strangers I had never met
before. And besides, even if I did make a face or try to hoot or flick the lights, there wouldn’t be
enough time for anyone to realise what was going on and to react quickly enough.When Clinton
missed the turn-off to Overbaakens and kept heading along Beach Road towards
Summerstrand, a well-known and popular stretch of beaches, I didn’t know what to think. In fact,
I did not allow myself to think at all. I couldn’t afford to.I wondered about these two men who had
dropped into my life from nowhere.2ALISONA waking nightmareI KEPT MY eyes on the black
tar ahead of us. No one spoke. The only sound was the high-pitched whirr of Reginald’s engine.
Theuns puffed away at a cigarette while Clinton stared at the road which was now leading us in
the direction of Schoenmakerskop.For some reason I believed they were taking the long way
round to Overbaakens. The route was a popular Sunday afternoon drive. There are many coves
and picnic spots dotted along that stretch of the coast. If they carried on driving we could
theoretically end up back in town, having gone full circle. I convinced myself that that was what
they were planning.Up ahead I saw the lights of the Holiday Inn. It was the last of the buildings
that perched on the city’s perimeter. After that the rows of street lights came to an abrupt end.
The road was plunged into darkness. We were swallowed by the night. Thick fynbos, willow and
Port Jackson flanked either side. There was not a car in sight. I began to feel utterly
alone.Clinton was driving slowly. He kept to the 80 kilometres per hour speed limit and the
headlights beamed into the night. The fear inside me was growing. Until then I had somehow
managed to keep it at bay, to put my mind in neutral.But now it welled up from my belly and
spread like slow burning lava to my chest. Such a physical sensation. I had never experienced
anything like it before. Once again, my mind wrestled for control.‘Theuns doesn’t speak good
English,’ Clinton suddenly announced.I didn’t know why he was telling me this, but at least it was
something. Someone was talking and it was an interruption that quietened, if only for a second,
my own panicked thoughts.We were now heading towards the Pine Lodge Holiday resort.
There’s a caravan park there, a few chalets and a pub. I hoped that this was where we were
going. There would be other people there, maybe even a security guard. I would definitely stand



a better chance of escaping if that were the case. But we glided past Pine Lodge and I watched
the twinkling lights through the thick foliage.To our right was the University of Port Elizabeth and
the Technikon, both of which are situated in a nature reserve. On the opposite side of the road
we passed several sandy lanes that trickled their way into clearings. I had never felt safe on this
road. This time of night the only people who would dare to come out here were those who
wanted to engage in illicit sex.As we passed the rifle range, the journey began to feel
interminable.What now? I asked myself.I almost wanted them to complete the story for me. I
wanted these men to tell me, ‘This is what we are going to do.’ At least then I could make a plan,
prepare myself. The suspense was unbearable.Clinton seemed to be looking for something now.
He slowed down as we neared a clearing in the bush, peered in, but then carried on. We passed
another larger gap in the foliage and a little way on Clinton pulled the car up on to the shoulder of
the road, did a U-turn and crawled back towards it.A canopy of trees hung over the entrance and
the car bounced as we hit the white-grey sand. We were heading for some sort of alcove.Clinton
took the left fork that led off to the beach. The car sank into the soft sand and the wheels began
to spin as he revved the engine. I could feel the tension in the car.‘Dis fokken stupid,’* Theuns
growled from the back.Oh my God, don’t make him angry, don’t make him angry, I began silently
to chant.Up until that moment I had not feared for my life, but while the wheels spun and the
engine whined in protest as Clinton tried to reverse, I thought the moment had come.An
irrational fear overcame me.They’re going to use my body. They are going to put my body under
the wheels to get out, I thought in terror.Just then the tyres found their grip and the car jerked
backwards. I was overcome with relief, but managed to reveal nothing. Clinton was reversing like
a madman. Turning the wheel this way and that. I could hear him crashing into the foliage.
Branches snapped and scraped against the body of the car. Glass and twigs cracked under the
wheels.Eventually he manoeuvred Reginald into a clearing. The ground around us was black
with soot. Litter lay strewn everywhere. There were shards of glass from broken bottles, rusted
beer cans, empty wine cartons, bits of paper and even a smashed windscreen. The car now
faced the road which was some 90 metres away. We were well hidden from any passing
vehicles. There was no chance of anyone stumbling across us now.‘How do you turn off the
lights?’ asked Clinton.I leaned over and twisted the knob.Theuns indicated he wanted to get out
of the car and Clinton leaned forward to let him out.Then there was silence. Crushing silence.
And darkness.The two of us sat in the car.It was time to speak.‘Now what?’ I asked, making sure
it sounded matter of fact.I had spent this entire journey wrestling with my thoughts. Now I wanted
the truth.Clinton turned and looked at me. He seemed genuinely surprised.‘But I thought you
would have realised we want sex,’ he answered, almost indignantly.‘No,’ I replied, disliking the
fact that he thought I could have been so stupid. I had actually prevented myself from thinking
anything at all.So this was it, I thought, bracing myself for what was to come.I looked away at
Theuns who was crunching around outside. He strolled over to a clearing at a crossroad about
ten metres away. I watched him in the moonlight. I could see him quite clearly. His face was an
impassive mask. He seemed bored.I also realised there was no way he was going to stop



Clinton. Theuns lit a cigarette while he surveyed the territory, looking off in the direction of the
road and then back at Clinton and me inside the car. Then he crouched down on his haunches
and stared at the small glowing coal between his fingers. I latched on to the image as though it
was a scene frozen in a film.‘Are you going to fight?’ Clinton’s voice brought me back.I kept quiet
for what seemed like an eternity. I was calculating the odds and he knew it. I looked at Clinton’s
hands as they rested on the steering wheel. I had always loved men’s hands, but his were
hideous. They were small and white. His long, thin fingers tapered off into short, dirty nails. They
were weak hands, or so I thought.What if I did fight? Was I going to be able to grab the knife from
across his lap, kill him and lock the door before Theuns descended on the car? Could I make a
dash into the bush?I looked out into the pitch black that surrounded us, afraid of what I might
find there should I decide to flee. In the end I realised it was pointless putting up a struggle. I truly
believed that they would not hurt me if I did what they asked.‘No,’ I replied.At that stage neither
Clinton nor Theuns had said anything that might have led me to suspect that they would
physically harm me.If they wanted to rape me, I thought, then let them do it, I can handle it.Stay
calm, stay calm, that voice in my head kept telling me.‘Take off your clothes,’ Clinton ordered.I
was still dressed in my shorts. Underneath I was wearing a full bathing costume over my bikini. I
hadn’t even thought about changing after the afternoon at the beach. I was also wearing a white
vest, a denim shirt and a pair of brown leather sandals.I felt as if I was undressing someone
else’s body. As I peeled off each item of clothing I became further and further removed from
myself. I sat there naked with this familiar body which now did not belong to me.Clinton pulled
down his tracksuit pants and pushed my head towards his crotch.‘Suck my cock,’ he ordered.My
mind went blank. I couldn’t think. The only thing I knew was that I should try not to vomit. It was
difficult, he was ramming my head down on to his penis. I started to gag.‘If you bite me, I’ll kill
you,’ he threatened.He held the knife in his hand. It was right next to my head. It was the only
thing I could see at that moment.I don’t know how long the whole thing lasted. I found it
degrading, but I didn’t want to show any emotion. I would give them no satisfaction. I would be as
limp as a rag doll. I would not reveal anything about myself. Clinton suddenly yanked my head up
by my hair and pushed me back on to the seat. Next thing I knew his face was between my legs.
I don’t know how he got there. I couldn’t believe this was possible inside such a small car.‘Does
your boyfriend do this to you? Do you like it?’I said no, stupidly hoping that that would stop
him.When he finished he slithered up towards my breast and then he latched on to it like a leech.
I stared down at him. It was an oddly disconnected moment. Here was this strange man at my
breast. It was such a violation of my body, my personal space. I could see him doing it and it
revolted me.He looked up, smiling at the purple ‘love-bite’ he had left behind.Then he moved up
and kissed me. There was an overwhelming stench of nicotine. His breath was sour and he
probed my mouth with his tongue.‘You have the nicest tasting fanny,’ he whispered.I was
disgusted by the intimacy of his remark.Then he raped me. As it happened I realised that I was
moist and I was horrified. I felt that my body had betrayed me completely. I recoiled, pushing my
arms up against the roof of the car. I did not want to touch him. He was scrawny like a snake. His



skin was white and waxy, like some worm that lived under a dark rock and had never seen the
sun.I felt nothing. I stared over his heaving shoulder at Theuns outside who was bathed in silver
light. He just stood there, looking at what was going on in the car.Ali, he’s doing this to your body
but not to you, he can’t touch you, I chanted silently over and over again.Clinton groaned as he
ejaculated and then he rolled over back on to the driver’s seat. I just sat there, dazed.A moment
passed. Clinton must have pulled up his trousers because suddenly he was fully dressed again.
He called over to Theuns.His head lolled to the side as he addressed him through the open
window.‘Do you also want to have sex with this lovely lady?’ he asked.‘Nee, ek wil die fokken
bitch fok,’* Theuns replied with a sneer.‘Don’t speak to her like that, she’s a lady,’ said Clinton in
a childish singsong.My God, I thought. How can you say that, you bastard? You’ve just raped
me. You know nothing about me.But it’s bizarre how we look for a lifeline in the most hopeless of
situations. I thought that if Clinton thought I was such a lady then maybe he would be able to
stop Theuns if he lost it and became violent. He certainly looked capable of it.Stupidly, I thought
he might be the more reasonable of the two. I thought he might be able to influence Theuns and I
felt safer because of it.Theuns walked over to the passenger side of the car. He rummaged
through his pockets, emptying the contents on to the roof. I heard a clunking noise and imagined
it was his cigarettes and his lighter.‘Are you just going to sit there and watch?’ I snapped at
Clinton.‘Ja, I want to see,’ he replied laconically.Theuns got into the car and kneeled between my
legs.‘Ag nee man, my kom is nog daar,’* Clinton barked at Theuns.He kissed me instead. He
wasn’t really hard enough to penetrate me but he heaved himself on top of me and raped me
anyway. I just stared out of the windscreen.‘No,’ he said abruptly. ‘I can’t do this.’He pulled up his
pants, got out of the car and slammed the door.I was naked and alone, with Clinton starting to
doze off in the passenger seat next to me.Theuns slunk around to the front of the car and
hopped up on the bonnet. Then I saw it for the first time. A huge hunting knife with a blade of
about 20 centimetres. It was much bigger than the one Clinton had first used to threaten me.
Theuns slowly pulled it out of one of his pockets and placed it next to him.It was the first time that
I realised that he too had a knife. It frightened me. I felt vulnerable and wanted to get
dressed.‘Can I get dressed?’ I pleaded with Clinton.He didn’t answer.As far as he was
concerned I did not really exist. I was not human. I began slowly to rummage around my feet for
the clothes that lay strewn on the floor of the car.Theuns finished his cigarette, hopped off the
car and rested on his haunches again. He seemed restless now. He began to pace up and
down. I watched him, taking in every detail. I had tried during the entire night to remember little
things about them. Their clothes, their hands, their hair, their accents. Now I etched his face into
my memory. The dark hair, the lop-sided, sullen face, the small, close-set eyes.‘Frans,’ he called
out suddenly.Frans? So that’s who you really are. It was the first time I had heard his name and I
held on to it.Frans opened his eyes and turned to me.‘If we take you into town now you are going
to go to the police,’ he said.Relief. It was over, or at least almost over.‘No, I won’t,’ I lied. ‘I don’t
want my parents to find out about this.’‘I don’t believe you,’ said Frans tauntingly, and then
turning to Theuns he asked, ‘You think we should leave her here with no clothes on?’They were



speaking in English and I knew they were doing it to scare me, to terrify me. They were clearly
enjoying it.‘Ja, maybe,’ came the reply.‘What do you think Oom Nick* would want us to do with
her, hey?’ one of them called out.Oom Nick? That was another name for Satan. I remembered
that from my early church days.‘I think he wants us to kill her,’ the other replied with a laugh.I still
didn’t believe them. I still thought they were just trying to frighten me. They were only bluffing. I
hadn’t shown them any fear the whole night and now they wanted to play a cruel game. They
wanted to torture me, they wanted me to break down, they wanted me to scream and cry, beg for
my life. They wanted that power and I was not going to give it to them.‘Take off your clothes,’
ordered Frans.Not again, I thought.The upside, I thought, if there could be an upside in a
moment like this, was that they were definitely planning to leave me there naked. Why else would
they be doing this? It would be their final act of humiliation. The little cherry on top of their night
of fun. At least I was still alive.I removed each item again – the vest, the costume, the shorts. I
kept my sandals on and hoped Frans wouldn’t see. If I was going to walk back to PE, I would
need them, I figured.He didn’t see the sandals but he did see my jewellery.‘Hey, Theuns,’ he
called out, ‘here’s some rings for you.’‘Take them off,’ he ordered.I removed the three rings. Two
were plain silver and the third was a puzzle ring that I deliberately undid. Theuns snatched the
rings and slipped them on to his finger. He fiddled with the puzzle ring but couldn’t put it back
together so he dropped it into his pocket. Then he slipped back behind Frans and flopped on to
the back seat.Now I was convinced they would let me go.Instead, Frans took me totally off
guard. One minute he was sitting there and the next he was on top of me, straddling the seat. His
puny hands were like a tourniquet around my neck. I started to choke. I was surprised at how
strong he had become. This man knew what he was doing. And he was determined to do it.That
sickly smell of nicotine on his breath caught my nostrils again. Frans’s face was millimetres away
from mine. I looked into his eyes. They looked cold and cruel and he stared straight back at me. It
was a penetrating but vacant gaze. I could not read his expression at all. I had seen nothing like it
before. I was clearly making no connection. I could not touch his heart.‘Please don’t kill me,’ I
rasped.‘Sorry,’ was all he said.As he lunged forward and squeezed my neck, I felt my bowels
move. The last thing I felt was embarrassment. And then everything went black. It was like
clicking off a TV screen and watching the picture fade into a pinpoint.A rush of cold air filled my
lungs and I was suddenly wrenched from unconsciousness. I realised something bad had
happened. I was no longer inside the car but outside lying on the sand amongst the broken
bottles and beer cans. One of the men knelt over me. I couldn’t see his face but I saw his arm
moving back and forth in a frenzy. The moon was directly behind his head and formed a surreal
halo. It was a horrific sight.My God, he’s slashing my throat.I could hear the flesh split, it was a
sound I had never heard before. I counted eight blows. Back and forth, back and forth, back and
forth. But, oddly, I felt no pain. Nothing at all.
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Heather C., “Alison's Botha's is a Miracle. I first heard about Alison Botha on a true crime
podcast. What happened to Alison and her will to survive really piqued my interest. When I
discovered her biography, I Have Life, I knew I had to read it right away. While what happened to
Alison was beyond horrific, her will to survive and her outlook on life afterwards were
inspirational.Reading about Alison's abduction, rape, and attempted murder will definitely leave
you with your jaw on the floor. Alison holds nothing back about anything throughout her
biography whether it is the horrific events that happened to her or her will to survive emotionally
after her wounds have healed. Marianne Thamm, the journalist that Alison told her story to in
order to write her biography does a wonderful job of tying everything together for the most part.
About halfway through though, I felt like I Have Life stopped being a biography and started
becoming a self-help book with Alison writing (speaking to Thamm) about how to become a
happier person. Luckily, this only lasts for a few chapters, but I felt like maybe the chapters about
being happier and such should be in a self-help book. (Alison gives talks around the world about
her ordeal, so perhaps that's why these chapters were included?) Otherwise Marianne Thamm's
writing of Alison Botha's biography was flawless. I was immersed the whole time. I felt like I was
right besides Alison the whole time. I kept wanting there to be a different outcome when Alison
was abducted by Frans even though I knew there wouldn't be. I felt like Alison really wants the
stigma for rape survivors to be no more (and she's right as there shouldn't be any stigma
attached). I felt like everything I wanted to know about Alison was answered in I Have Life - from
what happened to Alison at the point of her abduction, the rape, the brutal attempted to murder,
to the trial of her rapists and attacker to how her life was like at the writing of the book. Like I said,
Thamm and Alison don't really leave anything to the imagination of which I was grateful.All in all,
I Have Life is a deeply disturbing book to read, but it does have a great outcome. It is well put
together, and Alison Botha comes across as such a strong inspirational woman. Alison's story is
full of hope and wisdom throughout. I would definitely recommend I Have Life: Alison's Journey
as told to Marianne Thamm for those ages 18+ who are into true crime or for those that just want
to see how strong the human will is to survive.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “The Most Inspiring Story I Have Ever Read. I am a freelance writer and
was tasked with writing articles about inspirational people from around the world for a client. Last
night my Google search led me to an article written about Alison Botha from South Africa.
Reading the synopsis of her ordeal stirred something within me. I needed more information so
that I could write the article and really find out how she dealt with this ordeal. My research
resulted in this hidden gem.People who gave this book less than 5 stars are missing something.
I haven't even fully completed it, but what I have read so far has left me in awe. No human being
could ever survive what Alison went through. What makes it an even better read is that fact that it
is so well written. It reads like a suspense novel rather than an autobiography. Alison's story has



made me believe that if she can overcome such a tragedy, I can overcome absolutely anything
life throws at me. Determination like hers is rare. Everyone who is looking for motivation should
read this book.”

Beryl, “I Have Life. This book is so well written. The reader needs to make plans to stay up late
and rise early after purchasing this book for reading because sleeping is such a waste of time
once this book has been started. I didn't wish to do anything but read page after page. Admiring
the strength and courage this young woman showed, the presence of mind when facing the
horrible moment that they were not only going to rape her but try to kill her afterwards. She is to
be admire and I would love the opportunity to say a thank you for all the help this book will and
has done for a lot of women, who have gone through similar circumstances!!!!”

PollyAnna Joy, “There are no words. Alison's story is powerful, incredible, and miraculous. She
certainly can say that she has LIFE. Wow. My trauma is nothing like hers, but many of the
resulting emotions are similar. I hope that one day I will be able to hear Alison speak in person.
She is heroic.”

Michelle Geel, “A definite bucket-list read for everyone!. A magnifying glass look into a real event
which is just a horrific thought in anyone else's nightmare.I live in the town where it happened
and I actually went to the road where she was abducted. The area where she was left for dead
is also well-known. Driving past there over our recent holiday, it just left me with chills.Her open
and honest discussion of what had happened, what she thought/felt and went through in trying
to get her life back together, really touches a person's heart. The chapters her loved ones wrote
from their point of view was also a bit of a twist and a 'refreshing' change from other
autobiographies.If you think your life is tough and you are feeling at your lowest, I would suggest
that you read this book. How a person could cling to life so hard is an eye-opener. You end up
putting yourself in her shoes and ask yourself: What would I have done?I am so happy that I
finally got to reading this book! Make sure this book is on your bucket-list of reads.”

Pagan, “Amazing Woman. I ordered this on my Wife's e-mail account. What can I say about this
book. I picked up the book and read it cover to cover in a day. Couldn't put it down. Most of the
time had a lump in my throat, a tear in my eye and a simmering anger that this could happen. All
the time amazed at Alison's courage and outlook on life, even after the harrowing events
described in the book. When I look at the trails and tribulations in life, from now on I will think of
this book and everything will be put into perspective. I recommend this book, again I say it is not
an easy read, but an uplifting one.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good read.. I would have given this book five stars, couldn't put it down,
until chapter 22 then I lost interest. There were a lot of mottos and speeches it felt like that's what
this book was offering at times. There is no doubt Alison is a remarkable lady but I felt she didn't



really go in depth about the real life effects of her trauma with PDSD felt a bit coached a bit like
she was giving the reader a braver version of her self. After chapter 22 I skipped to the end
paragraph. Overall this women had shown such bravery and courage. If you are looking for book
that offers victim to survivor then this is the book for you. I must say when she walked into the
court to face her attacks, I felt the power balance shift 360. Amazing women. Would highly
recommend.”

AL, “Courageous Lady. Story of a terrible attack, but also an uplifting memoir of the years that
followed.I have tremendous admiration for this courageous lady.I think everyone can take some
of Alison's advice on how to live their lives with whatever troubles they may have and to show
kindness to others.”

T.A.O, “Heart wrenching account of Alison's story. What an amazingly strong woman Alison is to
come out the other side of this near death attack with such an outstanding outlook on life. This
story chilled to the core when it hit the news and still does.”

Louise Doyle, “Powerful and inspiring. Alison is a powerful and inspiring woman who has
dedicated her life to helping others, her story is unbelievable and well told. What an amazingly
courageous and strong woman!”

The book by Marianne Thamm has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 254 people have provided feedback.
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